List of Characters for the Host
18 characters. All characters either gender and optional.

Your pre-game guest site link is www.YourMysteryParty.com/PoeParty
CHARACTER

BRIEF BIO

Carmen
Blackwood

SUGGESTED
ATTIRE

Carmen Blackwood continually sizes everyone up and is quick to
make lasting judgments about people. This storm chaser will drop
everything at a moment’s notice if the sky darkens. Always the first
to post a viral video inside the eye of a storm, Carmen’s ego often
gets in the way of common sense, but it’s hard not to admire
Carmen’s gritty and brave character. A tech genius, this tornado
hunter is surrounded by the latest and best electronic gadgets.

Gothic-inspired
attire. Many tech
gadgets (real or
fake) as optional
props.

Eden Ellis is a fast-talking, devious conspirator and the epitome of
greediness. Eden owns the only amusement park in Wraith’s Cove
called Dark City. The townsfolk are angry about Eden’s constant
price hikes and closed down rides when the park isn’t full. A shady
business owner with a shifty personality, Eden will twitch when
nervous.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

Storm Chaser
OPTIONAL
either gender

Eden Ellis
Theme Park Owner
OPTIONAL
either gender

Fabian Capote
Surgeon

OPTIONAL
either gender

Reagan Bronte
Event Planner
OPTIONAL
either gender

Sunny Bart
Crime Scene
Investigator
OPTIONAL
either gender

Umber Granger
9-1-1 Operator
OPTIONAL
either gender
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Fetching and dapper on the outside, but malevolent and weary on
the inside – Fabian Capote is a skilled surgeon for the Wraith’s Cove
Medical Center. With a flair for befriending peculiar outsiders, Fabian
often attends high society functions with uninvited tagalongs. Fabian
is fanatical about hygiene and refuses to allow others to invade
personal space.
Clever, confident, with a flagrant disregard for the law, Reagan
Bronte is a highly-obnoxious anti-hero. Reagan fails to recognize
his/her flaws and refers to others as inferior beasts. Reagan is a
successful event planner in the city of Wraith’s Cove – but only
because of extraordinary organizational skills and connections.
Reagan’s negative side is equalized by several redeeming features
of bigheartedness, sporadic altruism, and never-ending love for
family.
Sunny Bart quivers with agony, despair, and an undying hunger for
positive social contact. Orphaned from birth, Sunny was dealt a
stack of cards from the most dreadful deck. Sunny overcame
seemingly impossible obstacles and became a forensic examiner for
the crime-ridden city of Wraith’s Cove. Because of this investigator’s
upbringing, Sunny gets annoyed easily and is prone to snapping at
the slightest things.
Gifted with a sparkling, playful nature, Umber Granger is the
personification of goodness stifled by a dark city plagued with crime,
sadness, and misery. Umber chases her dreams of merriment and
delight - whatever they may cost. Umber is the head 9-1-1 operator
for the Wraith’s Cove Police Department. Umber has an irrational
fear of animals and often wakes up in a cold sweat from nightmares
about being chased by anything from insects to bears.

Gothic-inspired
attire. Lab jacket
as an optional
accessory.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

Gothic-inspired
attire or mad
scientist costume.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

Brook Bovary

Employee, Golightly

Escape Experience
OPTIONAL
either gender

Dakota Bennet
Fact Checker,

Wraith’s Cove Daily
OPTIONAL
either gender

Celie Hamlet
Epidemiologist
OPTIONAL
either gender

Rory Wonka
Psychologist
OPTIONAL
either gender

Skye Gandalf
Nurse
OPTIONAL
either gender

Angel
Angstrom

Bounty Hunter
OPTIONAL
either gender

Dane Havisham
Chocolatier
OPTIONAL
either gender
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Bizarre, unfaltering, resourceful, and funny as anything – Brook
Bovary is an optimist who never stays down for too long. Brook lives
beyond means to escape the dullness of life in Wraith’s Cove.
Brook is self-confident and displays equal shares of kindness and
courage. Brook works at the Golightly Escape Experience for Gray
Golightly. Brook’s a terrible liar, and this quality often lands Brook in
hot water.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

Bonkers in the most magnificent manner, Dakota Bennet is a diligent
fact checker for the Wraith’s Cove Daily. Sometimes mistrusting of
his/her judgment, Dakota possesses a true gift of understanding.
Dakota is a great listener but doesn't always give the best advice.
Obsessed with music, Dakota’s colleagues are repeatedly asking
this detail inspector to turn the radio volume down while at work.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

Greedy, impolite, and self-centered - yet smart as heck and
wonderfully cranky – Celie Hamlet is an epidemiologist for the city of
Wraith’s Cove. Celie tracks down the source of epidemics and
activates the communication network with unmatched effectiveness.
Nicknamed Lord of the Grumps, Celie is the portrait of crabbiness.
Celie disease-tracks with perfection but is paranoid about anything
and everything
Rory Wonka is an outcast and huge sci-fi geek who was born into a
poor farming family on the outskirts of Wraith’s Cove. Rory’s family
has feuded with the adjacent farm for generations – just like the
Hatfields and McCoys. This former farmhand firmly believes the
neighboring farm boys are out for blood, and Rory will go to great
lengths to ensure survival. Rory gave up everything to become a
psychologist in hopes for a more comfortable life. Rory is socially
ambitious but does not trust a soul. A nervous tick from childhood,
Rory has a terrible cough – even when healthy.
A physically-fit, totally irrational train wreck – Skye Gandalf refuses
to offer allegiance to any person unless it compensates or benefits in
some manner. An independent survivalist, Skye is great at thinking
outside the box and will design innovative ways to achieve goals.
Skye is an emergency room nurse at the Wraith’s Cove Medical
Center. This caregiver is stone-faced, impossibly strong, and is
severely addicted to tomatoes.

Gothic-inspired
attire. Lab coat is
optional.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

Gothic-inspired
nursing attire.

Defiant and headstrong, Angel Angstrom has tossed every known
social convention out the window to capture bounties. An outlaw
hunter with many burned bridges in Wraith’s Cove, Angel must jump
tricky hurdles and rely upon exceptional ingenuity to ensure survival.
Angel has a cold, calculating demeanor, yet is still quite likable.
When not on the road hunting bail-jumping felons, Angel works as a
sketch artist at the police station.

Gothic-inspired
attire with leather
vests/pants, long
hair (wig), feather
clips in hair, and
many leather wrist
bands.

With eyes that will turn madder than hatters and a friendly
personality that becomes mysterious and untamed, Dane Havisham
is a self-made chocolatier and owner of Havisham Chocolates. Dane
claims to speak telepathically with animals and is a highlyimaginative candy maker who makes cutting-edge chocolates that
are sold globally. Eager to please and impress others – Dane is quite
a theatrical individual. Obsessed with the color purple, close friends
refer to Dane as Grape.

Gothic-inspired
attire. Dane loves
purple, so choose
deep purples and
see if you can find
a dark Willy
Wonka-inspired
costume.

Florian Eyre
Singer, Songwriter
OPTIONAL
either gender

August
Orlando
Employee, House of
Dread
OPTIONAL
either gender

Hero Tintin
Travel Writer
OPTIONAL
either gender

Hayden Sabbath
Professor, Hogcastle
Preparatory School
OPTIONAL
either gender

Mickey Humbert
Movie Critic
OPTIONAL
either gender
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Fueled by annoyance, world-weariness, and a burning need for the
freedom of expression, Florian Eyre seems capable of anything.
Florian sings and plays the harp and has climbed to the top of the
pop charts with the song Mermaid Tinsel. Will it be a one hit wonder?
Only time will tell. Florian is quite talkative, especially when it comes
to describing whims, imaginations, and dreams. A technophobe who
digitally lives in the eighties, Florian is a great dancer who will cut a
rug when tunes are playing.
August Orlando is a tough-as-nails antisocial. Dr. Fox hired this
prized employee at the House of Dread after August displayed a
perfect photographic memory and extraordinary skills in
mathematics. August is a bit violent and fights a constant battle of
bad versus good within. Sometimes, August loses the struggle and
the alter ego known as The Grim surfaces. August is usually logical
except for times when rage and the loathing for humankind get in the
way. The other employees at the House of Dread have complained
about August practicing smiles in the hall of mirrors. They find it
creepy and fear for their lives.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

Gothic-inspired
attire. Optional to
bring a ‘Mr. Hyde’
mask with you for
when The Grim
comes out.

Unable to fit into a psychological profile, Hero Tintin is a cerebrallybrilliant, refined, and sophisticated travel writer. Hero often does
terrible things to others without conscience or remorse. With cultured
tastes in music, fine art, and cuisine, Hero speaks several languages
and is profoundly offended by disrespect. Hero travels the globe
and writes blogs for Travel Guide Universal, and is obsessed with
Christmas.

Gothic-inspired
attire. Optional:
any type of touristinspired props.

A wayward recluse, Hayden is aloofly sarcastic and manages a
controlled façade that is forever concealing anguish and unpleasant
emotions. Hayden’s optimism and values stand in contrast to the
hardened exterior and cynical behavior. A perfectionist, this
professor of moon science at Hogcastle Preparatory School is a nononsense instructor and refuses to lend an ear to hogwash or
tomfoolery.

Gothic-inspired
attire. Black
cloak/robe if you
choose.

A self-loathing bully who is unaware of other’s problems or feelings,
Mickey Humbert is a pessimistic film critic who day-dreams
continuously of what s/he couldn’t be in life. Mickey has difficulty
engaging in meaningful relationships and finds more significance
and closeness to movies than to everyday life. A tiresome flake
who’s always exhausted, Mickey cancels plans with others that were
made months in advance.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

